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Using design fiction to  
conceptualize alternative realities



*Levy, J. (2015). UX Strategy: How to Devise Innovative Digital Products that People Want.

Creating value …

The role of design in business strategy

Successful innovation often arises at the intersection 
of innovative business strategy — what is viable in 
the marketplace, design — what is desirable to people 
and engineering feasibility — what is possible with 
technology. 

Particularly when it comes to finding ideas for new 
services or products, the focus for design is on value 
innovation. It “can be accomplished by focusing on the 
primary utility … and making the experience of it an 
indispensable aspect of how we live our lives”*.



How can we evaluate whether and 
how consumers will actually use our 

services in the future?

The challenge



Aspiration vs. reality

The problem in user research for future scenarios

Why does user research regarding future behavior 
often suck? Because people are notoriously bad at 
predicting their future behavior.  

They often respond with prefabricated narratives 
(endless life, big brother, …) idealized visions, 
leaning on aspirations and hopes to imagine what will 
be. Their aspirational self is amazing, it exercises 
every day and eats perfectly, while their real self 
would skip exercise for a pizza.



https://vimeo.com/128873380

https://vimeo.com/128873380


70%
70-90% of digital innovation projects do not deliver the desired  
success - despite the fact that AI, Machine Learning & Co. and ever better 
technologies are available for implementation. -

Too many digital  
innovations fail.

The consequence…



Wait… but 
why?



We invent innovations for  
’tomorrow’ based on our knowledge  

of ’today’!

How is that even possible…?



Design thinking 
Focus on the most probable 
future scenarios 

Thinking within the bounds of 
the already known! 

Probable

Plausible

Possible

Anthony Dunne „Speculative everything“ 



Exploring the 
future …



„The future does not exist, but a 
limitless number of possible futures 

can be created.”  



A new approach… 
Wider focus on probable, 
plausible AND preferable future 
scenarios.

Probable

Plausible

Possible

Preferable



Pushing design thinking approaches 
into the ’world of tomorrow’!

What then?



A new mindset. 

Design fiction help us to bring different future scenarios to life… 

… not as a prognosis ("future will be like this") 
… not as default ("future should be like this") 

… rather as an eye opener to stimulate a debate - in which direction we or our 
target groups want to go. 

Specualtive designs have the potential to „shape the collective imagination“. 
(R. Wakkery)



Disrupt conventional mindsets with 
strong visions of multiple futures.

The idea

The selfish ledger | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDVVo14A_fo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDVVo14A_fo


What’s the point? 

+ It’s widening our understanding about the future 

+ It inspires and stimulates the imagination 

+ It reveals blind spots in users’ perception 

+ It creates interesting discussions, debates, and critical conversations 

… and helps us to create valuable insights!



The best way to predict  
the future, is to invent it. 

Alan Curtis Kay



Why is that? 

Viktor Papanek refers in his book "Design for the real World" to the 
"Haha! Aha! Ahh..." cognitive curve by Arthur Koestler. This small 
diagram describes the process of how people take in hidden criticism, 
irony and satire. First amusement, then amazement, followed by 
perception. Similarly, people react to design fiction and speculative 
design objects: amused, amazed, irritated.  
 
The irritation, the disturbance in the expectation picture and the 
associated self-reflection are the goal and method.  

Ha
 H
a!

Aha!

Ahh…



http://148.88.47.13/html/imagination/outcomes/Euthanasia_Wearable_Design_Fiction

http://148.88.47.13/html/imagination/outcomes/Euthanasia_Wearable_Design_Fiction
http://www.apple.com/de/


Impact for today? 

If you want to pursue a certain future starting from the here and now 
all you can see are obstacles. 

Bringing together experts, policy-makers and citizens and ask them to 
collectively explore fictional situations can help to shape our future 
starting today. Freed from the constraints of reality, people come up 
with more radical ideas for change. 

If people try and flesh out the reality of living in an alternative 
environment, then that process yields insights that in turn enable 
other ways of doing things. These might well turn out to be already 
doable, even if not in quite the way you first assumed. 



Oslo Architecture Triennale: How could it be like to live in a degrowth future



Analysis

A new process 

Integrate visions/insights  
about a preferable future

World Building
Insights  
discovery



The idea that the future is unpredictable 
is undermined every day by the ease  

with which the past is explained.

Daniel Kahneman



Workshop



Agenda 13:15 - 16:00

Hands-on

30 min 1. Intro Design Fiction

10 min 2. Warm up

20 min 3. Trendmap & Scenarios (Choose 1)

40 min 4. Future World Building

10 min —— Short Break —— 

30 min 5. Future Insight Statement

15 min 8. Presentation & QA

10 min 9. Reflection & Check-Out



In order to get to know each other and 
to build groups at the same time, we now 
give you the task:  
Set up the most diverse team! 

Introduce yourself to each other and 
look for exciting differences. Mix age, 
nationality, gender, job, industry - you 
name it. 

Why? Because it's fun and a diverse team 
leads to better results.

Team building

Warm-up



Tourism in the 
Netherlands 

2040



We’re going to introduce you the… 

+ Scenarios give you a foundation for 
you to build the world of 2040. 

+ Trend map gives you an overview of 
current and up coming trends in 
different aspects. You can use these 
trends to make your world richer.

Choose your base

Trendmap & Scenarios



“The Greta effect transformed the 
global citizen’s travel mindset.“

Remember what happened in 2020…



What are the consequences? 
What does the world of  

tomorrow today look like?

Now imagine it’s 2040







Open data
Improving data accessibility and overall quality in support 

of research, policy making, and transparency

Sharing economy
Sharing assets or services between private individuals Dynamic pricing

Targeted taxes

Circular economy

Flood control

Optimal accessibilityPrioritising sustainable transport

Spreading tourism

 Integral area development Gentrification
Rising prices expel long established citizens and stores

Smarter, seamless journey interconnections with an 
increasing focus on rural areas

Emerging need to utilize resources in a sustainable way

Investments and subsidies for public transportation

Restructuration of teretories to manage the sea-level rise
Flexible utilization of private, commercial and public spaces

Changing mindset in direction to eco-friendliness
Priorization of local interests

Involving residents in the decision-making process surrounding 
tourism through co-creation.

Collaborative nation-wide decision-making for regional 
development investments

Spreading visitors throughout the country and the seasons

Increasing employment opportunities in the tourism business

Employment opportunities

The sights are being closed down due to 
tourist crowds, overrunning them

Setting focus on tourists with a reputable 
travel attitude 

Regulating prices to even out peak seasons and 
destination based tourist flows

Increasing taxes of tourism-related services and 
products, e.g. for businesses in the hospitality 

sector

Growing amount of machine handled jobs in the service sector 

Changing travel requirements to unique experiences and 
personal growth developments

Co-create tourism policy and activities

Emerging tourist prices 
Average spending power increases through tourists  

Short breaks

Authentic travel experiences

Flight shame
Flying becomes discredited

Neighboring country citizens visiting for short periods

Inducing wanderlust through inspirations on 
social media platforms 

Focus on quality tourism

Staffless stores

Fluent spaces

Mindfullness Residents first

Connected world

Closure of sights

Destination promotion management
Increasing need of managing, coordinating and spreading tourist 

flows throughout the country

 Electric mobility
Electric mobility is promising to smoothen journeys

National Data Alliance
Amassing national data resources, e.g. the guest 

count overall the Netherlands

Innovative/ Smart hospitality
Smoothening processes in the hospitality sector through 

technology, e.g. identification procecedures.

Clean tech
Technologies and methods that help to reduce emissions 

and spare resources, e.g. solar power

TechEconomy

SocietySustainability



Let’s start the world building!  

+ Start the discussion based on the 
chosen scenario. 

+ Document your discussion; thoughts, 
insights, ideas, on sticky notes and 
put it on the canvas.

Starting points

World Building



Start a discussion about…

Who are the protagonists 
of your future world? 

+ What problems/challenges will 
they face in their daily 
life? 

+ What motivates and drives 
them? 

+ What are their fears and 
worries? 

+ What biases shape them? 

Future World Building

How is the society, 
politics, economy like? 

+ How are trends affect the way 
people live? 

+ How does it affect how people 
connect? 

+ How does it affect people's 
autonomy or motor? 

+ What would people talk about? 
In public and/or private?

What does everyday life 
look like in the future? 

+ What is your occupation? 

+ Who does you hang out with? 
What activities do you do 
together? 

+ What is your background 
story that shapes who are 
you today? 

+ How do you plan your 
holidays and what is 
important to you during 
vacation?



Now that we found a lot of thoughts, 
insights and ideas during the 
discussion, it’s time to organize them. 

Put the positive notes on the upper area 
and the negatives on the lower part to 
structure your utopias and dystopias.

Futures & Anti-Futures

Future World Building



In this step, we would like to turn 
your notes (facts, predictions, 
assumptions) into insights in which we 
can work with further on. 

First dot vote for most relevant notes 
from your board. Focus for the further 
activity on the most interesting and 
promising thoughts.

Future Insights

Find & Note Future Insights



Then specify the most prioritized 
thoughts and write a strong insight 
statement together. 
  
Consider the context, the problem and 
the personal feelings as well as the 
resulting hopes, wishes or solutions. 

This statement is ultimately the 
foundation for the further design 
process. 

Prioritise & Refine

Become clear and focused.
Insight Statement

Situation (Time/Action/Context) 

Dilemma/Frustration

Desire/Solution



… compelling, without being preachy  
… truthful, without being too obvious 

 … empathetic, without being 
presumptuous. 

Good insights must be…



Have fun.


